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"Faculty tenure is a community problem / # 
Editor'« note: Thu is the lost 
part of an interview with WSU 
President Robert Kegerreis. 
by Fraak Salsburg 
Guajdtap: An Ik.-w that i r n a i 
to be Tapping up more and more 
around the country and here at 
Wright SU«« is the problem ol 
faculty tenure. The question ol 
how much of the faculty should 
be tenured baa become an indue 
A» enrollment growth slows and 
faculty growth aiows, tenure 
percentage* tend to creep up. 
What is it now at Wright State? 
Kegerreis: I asked for an in 
formal assessment last year and 
it was. within an error of four 
five percent, right at 50 percent 
for Wright State. The range can 
be quite broad. There are de-
partments that are close to 100 
percent and there are depart 
ments that are only 20 percent 
tenured. 
Guardian: Do you think it is 
possible to set any percentage as 
a desirable limit to the naiount of 
tenure on a college faculty? 
Kegerreis There are universi-
ties and colleges that have 
successfully imposed limits on 
tenure for the institution and 
l i r i ts on deoartments. short of 
100 percent. I don't think it's 
practical to believe that at 
Wright State we would be able to 
establish a limit percentage-wise 
en tenure very soon. 
i regard this whole problem as 
being a community problem. It's 
not an administration problem 
exclusively, and it's not a faculty 
problem exclusively, K's a 
combination problem which both 
faculty and administration ougnt 
to begin studying so that every-
one understands the implications 
of the growing problem, so that 
we can examine *he alternatives. 
My guess is that at Wright 
State in this particular academic 
year we would not ever reach 
any kind of agreement to limit 
tenure on the basis of percent-
age. But I think it's easier for me 
to say something like this, that if 
you have a university in which 
every department is 100 percent 
tenui'ed that equates with a 
terribly inflexible and almost un-
responsive institution. 
On the other hand I see no 
particular benefit to an institu 
tion in which people are not 
tenured. I believe that in this day 
and age. and in this stage of 
development of educational 
policy that tenure is stil! 
important. Not nearly as 
important as it was when it was 
instituted, but nevertheless. I 
| Continued on page 6j 
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Securi ty makes 
t w o d r u g ar res ts 
When the furniture gets here, this graphic on the first floor u! Millet! will become part of a new 
lounge. 
Regents' budget impresses Kegerreis 
by Gail Snyder 
"While there are bound to he 
some areas of controversy in 
such a large enterprise as higher 
education, this budge', for the 
first time in many years can get 
higher education moving forward 
again." said Robert Kegerreis. 
president of Wright State. 
Kegerreis was impressed by the 
unanimous vote of the Ohio 
Board of Regents on Friday. 
September 20, in adopting the 
Chancellor James Norton budget 
program proposal for the next 
biennium. 
An increase oJ $554.7 million 
over the last biennium was pro 
posed in a $1.3 billion budget 
proposal for funding higher edu 
cation. 
$384.? million of the increase is 
for continuation of present pro 
grams, the costs of which have 
risen dramatically due to infla-
tion, the Regents siaid. The re 
maining $170.5 million is for the 
improvement of quality and the 
funding of new programs, ac 
cording to the board. 
"The opportunity is clearly at 
hand to set new directions for 
Ohio's higher educational enter-
prise," Norton said, in present 
ing the proposed budget. 
Norton said an increasing 
national trend in higher educa 
tion is to offer comprehensive, 
carefully targeted new services 
to all citizens and went on to 
comment that no state is better 
prepared than Ohio to be the 
leader in this movement during 
the next two years. 
The Regent budget report 
strongly recommends no in 
crease in student fees. The fees 
are alreadj high in Ohio and have 
been proven to effectively deter 
participation in postsecondary 
education. Holding fees at their 
present rate will cost the state an 
estimated $150 million over the 
next biennium. the Chancellor 
said. 
Goala stressed both continued 
and new programming efforts in 
the areas of access to post-
secondary education for groups 
of citizens not not participating, 
lifelong learning opportunities 
for adults of all ages, the attain 
ment of quality improvement in 
the higher education system, snd 
achievement of improved health 
enre through comprehensive 
health manpower education. 
Kegerreis said he was gratified 
tp see that "for the firm time the 
Ohio Board of Regents has gone 
on record as endorsing many of 
the fundamental concepts of the 
Wright State plan for medical 
education, and that they further 
more will present to the 
legislature the need for state 
funds to implement these con 
eepts." 
!n speaking about the Regents' 
specific focus on problems of 
health manpower shortages and 
the maldistribut. in of physicians 
in Ohio. Dr John R Beljan, dean 
of the WSU medical school, said. 
"This focus is statewide, 
coherent and promises to be ef 
fective. This budget proposal 
represents a quantum advance in 
a unified approach to health 
education programs in Ohio." 
"It's a great ielief to have, for 
the first time in Ohio, a coherent 
plf.n which gives long range di 
recti wis for the six medical 
schools." said Beljan. 
Also, the budget calls for the 
e s t a b l i s h m e n t of "fol lowng 
grants" which would provide a 
»750 per student direct subsidy 
to private institutions accepting 
the responsibility of educating 
Ohio students from low income 
backgrounds who require special 
developmental education serv-
ices. 
Kstimating t ie number of stu-
dents qualifying for "following 
grants'' to he approximately 
(Continued on page 2) 
by Connie Buchenroth 
Two drug related arrests have 
been made by WSU Security 
police in co operation with t lv 
Fairborn Police Departme.it. 
The first arrest was made when 
the Fairborn police attempted to 
make a "buy" frcm a student 
living is. the Residence hall. 
"We had a situation in (he Resi 
dence hall involving a student 
that we felt was into the drug 
situation more than just casual 
use of marijuana. We felt thai he 
was dealing in heavy drugs," said 
Ken Davenport, Associate Dean 
of Students. "'That's the only one 
we had in the Residence hall and 
that was late in the spring quar 
ter." 
There was one bust made by the 
University in the Residence hall 
last winter when seven students 
underwent disciplinary proha 
tion for the possession of 
marijuana. "The Residence hall 
staff went into the room, told the 
students, confiscated the mavi 
juana, told the students that they 
would be subject to disciplinary 
hearing. The sanction was levied, 
and in that particular c a s e , h a v e 
every reason to believe that the 
students were only casual users 
of marijuana." Davenport said. 
"The University drug policy 
states specifically that students 
who do use marijuana will be 
subject to disciplinary action and 
warned, and then further viola 
tions. or sale of, will result in 
prosecution," Davenport added. 
The difference between these 
two situations in the Residence 
hall was in tlv.. first case "he was 
not only using but also selling in 
the Residence hall." said Daven-
port. "We view that as a much 
more serious offense and we feel 
that the University should not 
deal with it internally. Indepen 
dentiy, there may be internal 
disciplinary action, but we also 
feel the seriousness of the of-
fence grants some type of civil 
actions. This ia why the student 
was arrested and prosecuted off 
campus, because he was involved 
in more than just < asual use of 
the drug." said Davenport. 
Presently the case is pending in 
court and has been delayed. 
The second arrests, made by 
Fairborn Police Department, oc 
,-ured this summer at the 
Skyway parking lot. Richard V 
Grewe, Director of Safety, ex 
plained that a "buy" was made 
and those persons involved were 
arrested for sale and possession 
of narcotics. "However, the 
people arrested were not associ 
ated with Wright State Univer-
sity." Grewe said, "yet they 
were attempting to exploit 
Wright State University as a 
marketplace for drugs." 
The trial is still pending for this 
case also. 
Grewe said. "It is important to 
enforce these University snd 
municipal laws for protection of 
the students." In dealing with a 
campus of mostly commuters of a 
variety of types ol people, the 
University, must work as a 
mediator to support the learning 
process that goes on here," said 
Grewe. 
"Use of dings, ia t-rwa a! 
Wright State Universit; had noi 
been a monumental problem. We 
have an exceptional group of stu 
dents, with well diversified back 
grounds, they are intelligent and 
older and don'l necessarly feel a 
need to participate in the use of 
drugs,'" said Grewe. "We don't 
have much of a drug problem 




by Frank Salsburg 
Robert Oelman was re elected 
chairer of the Wright State 
Board of Trustees las'. Monday at 
the board's first meeting of the 
new school year. 
rtesides re electing Oelman, the 
•« j chairer the Board of 
Trustees has ever had, the board 
elected John Ross as vice--ehairer 
and Dr Andrew Spiegel, 
executive vice president and 
provost and treasurer, as 
treasurer of the Board of Trus 
tees. 
The board also approved four 
(Continued co page 21 
{Continued from page l | 
contracts between WSU and 
other area schools for academic 
and administrative services, and 
approved a revision of article VI! 
of the policies .<nd procedures 
for the granting of promotions 
and tenure at WSU. 
The contracts were entered into 
under a new program of the Ohio 
Board of Regents encouraging 
cooperative ventures between 
public and private institutions. 
Two are with the college of the 
Dayton Art Institute, one each 
with Antioch College and the 
University of Dayton. 
The two programs with DAI 
provide for a series of workshops 
on holographic llaserl pho 
tography this winter quarter; 
and two four credit courses 
winter and spring quarters in 
graphic design. 
The agreement with Antioch 
provides for continued funding of 
the publication of the Antioch 
Review, which will provide a 
practicum in magazine editing 
and production for students from 
WSl' and Central State. 
The University of Dayton con 
tract will have UD. through it's 
political science department, find 
and administer public adminis 
tration internships in govern 
mental and quasi governmental 
agencies for students from 
Wright State and Central State. 
The grounds for removal of 
tenured faculty have been rede 
fivted as: demonstrated incompe 
tence or dishonesty in teaching 
or scholarship; substantial and 
manifest neglect of duty, 
personal conduct which substan 
tialJy impairs the individual's ful 
fillment of his institutional re 
sponsibilities: and malicious 
ronduct which directly obstructs 
the performance A instructionil 
or scholarly programs authorised 
or permitted by the university. 
If charges on those grounds are 
brought in writ-ng. attempts will 
be made to resolve them by in 
formal mediation, according to 
the document. If informal media 
tion fails, a formal hearing will be 
held by a hearing board 
composed of seven tenured 
faculty members. The hearing 
would be held in private with the 
accused faculty member and 
those accusing having the right 
to counsel. 
If a majority of the hearing 
board finds against the faculty 
member, they may recommend 
removal, suspension, or lesser 
penalties. A decision agiiinst the 
accused is appealable to the 
Board of Trustees. 
In other business transacted 
Monday, the board: 
approved the fee structure and 
parking regulations for the 
present academic year. 
changed the name of the 
Western Ohio Branch Campus to 
the Western Ohio Regional 
Campus. 
approved proposals for a 
Master of Science in computer 
science at the main campus and 
associate of Applied Science 
degree in Drafting Design tech 
nology and associate of applied 
business degree in Management 
technology at the Western Ohio 
Regional Campus. 
Pres is pleased 
{Continued from page 1] 
10.000 over the next two years, 
the appropriation necessary for 
the program is figured to be $7.5 
million. 
dfoll BIRTHRIGHT Counseling 
223-3446 
It's a woman's right to make 
her own decision. 
24 hr service, strictly contidential 
No lee. 
PI KAPPA ALPHA PRESENTS 
10TH ANNIVERSARY 
"BALL" 
Fri. Sept 27 University Center 8 p.m. til! 1 a.m. 
"LIVE ENTERTAINMENT" "FREE BEER" 
*2.00 Guys-*!.50 Girl—S1M GIRL WITH HALTER TOPS 
Girls FREE With Celophane Halter Top 
J; .. 
WE'RE ALL IN THIS TOGETHER' 
There's np Siidilhi"g as a pepjoctn^ppiage.. 
| ' SfcGAI. SUSAN ANSPACH 
KRIS KRIS FOFFKRSON SHELLEY W INTERS 
"BUJME IN LOVE" 
1,1 Paul Mazurskv 
© » 
K :. .-7";: 
Sunday, Sept 28 - 6:30 & 8:45 
Qelman Auditorium $1.00 
Bar highlights room 
by T J Thompson 
A $2.25 buffet lunch and a soon 
to be opened h±r highlight the 
newest eating place on campus, 
the Faculty Dining Room. 
As the name implies, admit 
lance is not available to all 
members of the WSU com 
Siunity. but is restricted to 
faculty and unclassified staff. 
Students, or anyone else, may 
enter only as a guest of a faculty 
member or member of the 
unclassified staff. 
"It's a focal point to promote 
discussion, an aid in recruiting 
and in conducting university 
business such as entertaining 
guests." says Dr John Treacy. 
vice president of the faculty. 
"There was no place to entertain 
or meet in a social sense." 
Treacy cites these as reasons 
for the development of the 
facility located in the University 
Center. 
Treacy said. "Chitchat is better 
for the university in the long run. 
The dining room is not an out 
rageous demand on the univer-
sity." since it's designed to "pay 
its freight." 
Hours are currently II am to 7 
pm for both the lunchroom and 
the bar, but the dining room 
advisory committee must still 
"feel out the best hours." said 
Treacy. 
Liquor licenses have been 
applied for to allow the sale of 
hard liquor, beer, and wine. The 
advisory committee, made up of 
faculty and staff, will handle any 
problems concerning faculty; 
there are no hard and fast rules, 
because the dining room has not 
been in operation long enough to 
require them. 
Dr Klizabeth Harden, executive 
director of general university 
services. sa"s a "terribly rough 
estimate" of the dining room and 
bar cost would be between $11-
12.000. 
"If everything goes well, we 
would like to operate on the 
honor syste-n," Harden says. No 
ID is required. 
Judy Neiman. executive as 
sistant to the executive vice 
president Dr Andrew Spiegel, 
hopes the dining room "breaks 
even immediately." 
She feels attendance figures arc 
good since there has been no 
announcement of the opening 
and since '.lie liquor license has 
not arrived. Neiman says the 
faculty "seemed pleased." 
Jim Hartsell, ARA food service 
director, estimates attendance at 
72 for the first day. He agrees 
the figure was good, but adri3, 
"you can't tell from the first day. 
It'll take about a month's time to 
tell how it's going." 
UCB CINEMA 
2 Gm«r<U»a September 26. 1974 
A shirks seraglio ' The pleasure dome of Kuhlai Khan? Nope, t'lis is the new faculty dining room 
and you, dear student, are iniited not to attend. _ _ _ _ _ 
Sob Qelman re-elected trustee chairer 
T 
i 
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"Hall's tree"planned for 
October completion 
by Fred Stevens 
Something is going Uj» at WSU 
other than buildings. 
It's an environmental sculpture 
by artist in residence Michael 
Hall from Crar>!>rook Academy in 
Bloom field liills, Michigan. The 
all metal sculpture is being built 
between the Creative Arts 
^Building vnd the Library. 
"It's a mediation between the 
'natural world asd the man made 
world." said Hall. "It's not a tre-s, 
but it's not a buiMing either. 
Everything from the space it 
occupies, to light reflected onto 
it, to snow blowing about it help 
create the effect of the sculp-
ture." Hall said. 
"It was essentially formulstcd 
last spring and it's being built 
now," said Hall. 
» The work of putting the -
sculpture together is being done 
by Hall and graduate art stu-
dents from Cranbrook Academy. 
L e a l businesses have also 
helped by pouring the cement 
foundation, setting in the upright 
beams and loaning equipment. 
So far, everything is going 
together right and the sculpture 
is expected to be completed in 
October. Hall said. 
So if you're going by take a 
look. Hall said. "The sculpture 
itself can tell you more of what 
it's about than I can." 
[ewimvjsiua 
Carlin Audio Reiterates: 
The Stereo System We 
Sell You For $300 Or $400 
Or Whatever Is One We'd 
Take Home Ourselves 
$447 
• • l l l l l 
W e at C a r l i n A u d i o e n j o y e v e r y t h i n g a b o u t s t e r e o c o m p o n e n t s . 
T h e s y s t e m w e ' r e f e a t u r i n g i n t h i s a d i s a t e r r i f i c e x a m p l e o f 
w h a t w e e n j o y c o m i n g UD w i t h : 
W e b e g i n w i t h t h e H A R M A N - K A R D O N 3 3 0 B s t e r e o r e c i e v e r , 
w h i c h d e l i v e r s t w e n t y w a t t s o f R M S p o w e r p e r c h a n n e l a n d h a s 
a v e r y s e n s i t i v e t u n e r . T h e s p e a k e r s w h i c h w e h a v e c h o s e n a r e 
t h e S M A L L E R A D V E N T l o u d s p e a k e r s w h i c h c a n r e p r o d u c e a l l 
o f t h e m u s i c t h a t t h e H A R M A N - K A R D O N 3 3 0 0 w i l l d e l i v e r . T o 
h a n d l e y o u r r e c o r d s s m o o t h l y a n d q u i e t l y , w e h a v e c h o s e n t h e 
n e w P E 3 0 4 4 a u t o m a t i c t u r n t a b l e w h i c h i n c l u d e s t h e S H U R E 
M - 9 3 E m a g n e t i c c a r t r i d g e . T h e t o t a l p r i c e o f t h i s s y s t e m i s 
o n l y $ 4 4 7 , a s a v i n g s o f $ 7 6 . 85 o v e r t h i e r i n d i v i d u a l p r i c e s . 
S t o p by e i t h e r l o c a t i o n o f G E N E W H I P P S C A R L I N A U D I O a n d 
a u d i t i o n t h i s f i n e c o m p o n e n t s y s t e m , j u s t a c r o s s t h e b r i d g e a t 
3 2 3 S a l e m A v e n u e a n d f i v e b l o c k s n o r t h o f D o r o t h y L a n e a t 2 5 2 0 
F a r H i I Is A v e n u e . G E N E W H i P P S C A R L I N A U D I O , T H E O N I . . V 
P R O F E S S I O N A L P L A C E T O G O F O R C O M P O N E N T S T E R E O 
E Q U I P M E N T . 
I'Gene Whipp's carlin audio 3 2 3 s i lem a n 338-5196 . 2 5 2 0 far •»«» 2 9 4 4 4 2 3 
"Curious creatures 
made WSU campus 
by Philip Handler 
Noticed a large group of stu-
dents with a dazed, bewildered 
look on their faces, wandering 
about the campus aimlessly, act-
ing as if they did not know w here 
they were? 
You have either stumbled 
across a group who has guzzled 
too much 3.2 at the Rathskellar, 
or some students under the 
effects of an illegal narcotic. The 
odds are. however, that the 
strange people you have just 
seen are those curious creatures 
called "freshman." 
Wright State has a large fresh 
person crop this year. What are 
their impressions and opinions 
about their first week at a big 
time university like WSU? I took 
it upon myself to find out. so the 
search began for "the typical 
freshman." 
Finding them was difficult at 
first. Several juniors and seniors 
nearly assaulted me when asked. 
"Pardon me. but would you by 
any chance be a fresh person?" 
Finally. I picked up certain clues 
(high school jackets with 74 on 
them is a good example). 
Kay Ollech and Debbie Coale 
are two freshpersons from 
Springfiei.'l who have slightly 
different views of Wright State. 
Kay described her Wright State 
experience in one word - "confu-
sion." 
She said. "I still don't know 
what to expect," and when asked 
if orientation had helped, she 
j said. "Not really." 
I Debbie s ' id, "No. I'm not 
messed up yet." and that orienta-
tion included a nice picnic, but 
the only valuable thing she 
learned were the names of the 
buildings. 
Debbie said she liked WSU so 




Thousands of Topics 
S2.75 per page 
Send for y o u i up-to-date, 
176 page, mail order catalog 
of 5500 topics. Enclose 
SI .00 to cover postage (1-2 
days delivery t ime). 
519GLENSOCK AVt. 
SUITE #203 
LOS ANGELES. CA. 90024 
Our material* are sold lor 
research purooses only 
the facilities (swimming, tennis) 
available here when she had the 
time. Kay said although she's 
confused now, she thinks 
eventually WSU will be a 
positive experience. 
Fred Vescio also said things 
were confusing, but he doesn't 
feel out of place here. Orienta-
tion to Fred was helpful and 
"worth it." 
Greg Conn said "It's crowded," 
and "I sort of feel out of place." 
but hopes to adjust quickly. 
Jerf Warling an J Dan Hapner 
are two freshman from Tipp City 
who are impressed with Wright 
•State and are very optimistic 
about their freshman year. 
Jeff said. "It's a relaxed 
atmosphere and there's a lot of 
things to do." 
Dan said, "I !we it. and there 
seems to bt A lot to do." Dan 
doesn't fee! a l t of place and said 
something that many echoed; 
"There are no class differences 
here," meaning freshpersons are 
not distinguished from anyone 
else here. 
Danice Fugste said orientation 
didn't prepare fcer for what she 
experienced, and said the first 
day was confusing. Despite a 
confusing first day. when asked 
what she thought of WSU. "I like 
it more than I thought I would." 
Jim Werts knows a !ot of people 
here, which makes things easier 
for him. Jim's orientation ex-
perience was not helpful, and he 
said. "I really don't know what's 
happenin' yet. I will in a few 
weeks." 
Two Ketteringites, Kathy Wal 
ters and Lynne De Mille, are 
really enthused about Wright 
Staie. Kathy was impressed with 
the organization for such a new 
school, while Lynne was impres-
sed with the growth that is 
taking place. 
Lynne and Kathy both felt or-
I ientation was helpful. 
Lynno said WSU was a joke at 
her high school, but after being 
here she disagrees. She said the 
med school will put WSU ahead 
of many other colleges. Lynne 
feels very comfortable here and 
I notices no one "putting me down 
because I'm a freshman," She 
feels people should take a look 
here before criticizing WSU. 
she would advise others to xime. 
Four Vandalia freshpersons 
seemed satisfied with their first 
week at WSU, Rick Olsen. who 
lives in the dorm, said "Yes, 1 
like it. I'm joining a couple 
clubs." 
Doug Robinson want3 to "get 
into it. meet people, and get the 
llontioned on page 6) 
Bike & Hike A Ann 
Back Packs 3 
10% off on 




Seal b Air 
[fnrqukk 
tire repair] $200 
HRS: Mon-Fri 12-8 
Sat 10-6 
3027 Wilmington Pike 
Kettering, Ohio 45429 
^ P h o n e 0 5 U U 9 M 3 6 ^ 
Wilmington Pk 
• Mike A Ralph's 
Guardian 
QPiMfM 
Share a little 
C o m p l e t e w i t h f r o s t e d e n t r a n c e ( p r o b a b l y 
s o t h e l o w e r o r d e r s c a n ' t s e e w h a t t h e y a r e 
m i s s i n g ) , f a n c y b a r , a n d b u f f e t l u n c h e o n , 
t h e f a c u l t y h a s f i n a l l y a c h i e v e d i t s l o n g 
d e l a y e d d r e a m o f a ' l i t t l e p l a c e ' o f i t s 
v e r y own . I t i s l i k e l y , t h o u g h , t h a t t h e 
p r o b l e m s a r e j u s t b e g i n n i n g . 
The f i r s t o n e h a s a l r e a d y c r o p p e d u p . 
S t a t e r u l e s f o r h a r d l i q u o r l i c e n s e s a p p a -
r e n t l y r e q u i r e t h a t n o g a m b l i n g o c c u r on t h e 
p r e m i s e s . H i e U n i v e r s i t y C e n t e r game room 
i s on t h e p r e m i s e s s o no more f r e e games f r o m 
t h e p i n b a l l m a c h i n e s . S c o r e o n e s m a l l p o i n t 
f o r t h e f a c u l t y e v e . - t h e s t u d e n t s . 
A n o t h e r p r o b l e m t h a t i s bound t o o c c u r a s 
s o o n a s t h e l i q u o r l i c e n s e a r r i v e s i s d r u n k e n 
f a c u l t y m e m b e r s . F o r t u n a t e l y t h e f a c u l t y com-
m i t t e e r u n n i n g t h e d i n i n g room i s a w a r e o f 
t h e p r o b l e m and w o r k i n g on a s o l u t i o n . We 
a w a i t i t w i t h ( s e m i ) b a i t e d b r e a t h . 
The b i g p r o b l e m w o n ' t show tip f o r a b o u t a 
m o n t h . T h a t s h o u l d b e a b o u t when i t b e c o m e s 
e v i d e n t t h a t t h e d i r . i i v ; room i s l o s i n g m o n e y . 
By t h e n i t i s v e r y u n l i k e l y t h e f a c u l t y 
w i l l be w i l l i n g t o g i v e t h e d i n i n g room u p . 
r h e y w i l l p r o b a b l y f a l l p r e y t o t h e ' w e l l I 
n e v e r u s e i ? , b u t i t ' s n i c e t o h a v e in c a s e 
i e v e r n e e d i t ' s y n d r o m e . 
C u t t i n g b a c k s e r v i c e may b e t r i e d , b u t t h e 
GUARDIAN e x p e c t s t h a t . " a c u i t y w i l l h e r e l u c -
t a n t t o t a k e e v e n t h i s m e a s u r e , and i f t h e y 
d o i t w o n ' t p u l l t h e d i n i n g room o u t o f t h e 
r e d . 
The r e a l l y t e m p t i n g t h i n g t o d o w i l l b e 
t o k e e p t h e d i n i n g room r u n n i n g a t a l o s s 
and l e t o t h e r o p e r a t t o n s ( t h o s e t h e s t u d e n t s 
and c l a s s i f i e d s t a f f u s e ) a b s o r b t h e l o s s . 
Tha t wou ld b e a r e a l l y b i g p o i n t s c o r e d by 
t h e f a c u l t y o v e r t h e s t i u k t ' t s . 
B e f o r e we r e a c h t h a t p o i n t , and b e f o r e 
t h e s t u d e n t s s t a r t p i c k e t i n g t h e f a c u l t y 
d i n i n g r o o m , t h e GUAIUH AN f e e l s t h e p r o b l e m 
c a n b e a v o i d e d . 
S i n c e t h e f a c i l i t y h a s a l r e a d y b e e n b u i l t , 
l e t a n y o n e who w a n t s t o p a y t h e p r i c e u s e t h e 
f a c i 1 i t y . 
B e c a u s e o f t h e h i g h e r p r i c e s h o r d e s o f 
u n c o u t h s t u d e n t s a r e u n l i k e l y t o d e s c e n d on 
t h e d i n i n g room and ' r u i n ' i t s a t m o s p h e r e . 
V e t a n y o n e who w i s h e s a n i c e r m e a l , f o r 
a n y r e a s o n , w i l l b e a b l e t o g e t i t on c a m p u s , 
and a t t h e same t i m e h e l p t h e d i n i n g room 
o p e r a t e i n t h e b l a c k , a s s u r i n g i t w i l l s t a y 
o p e n . 
S o o n e r o r l a t e r t h e f a c u l t y i s g o i n g t o 
h a v e t o s h a r e i t s l i t t l e p l a c e o r g i v e i t u p . 
Fortunes in Congress' eyes 
W i t h t h e r e c e n t p u b -
l i s h i n g o f VP R o c k e f e l l e r ' s 
S p r i v a t e f o r t u n e , t h e i i npo r -
. i t a n t t h i n g t o r e m e m b e r i s no t 
' • h o w much h e h a s m a d e , b u t 
' w h e r e h e h a s made i t . Con-
g r e s s s h o u l d l i k e w i s e t a k e ;> 
l o o k a t t h e i r own f o r t u n e s 
1 t o s t o p t h e d a i l y b r i b e r y , 
e t c t ' 1 a t K o c s o n w i t h i n i t s 





Another step sideways 
Well, here we are again, 
kiddies, off to another good year 
at Wright State University. 
As usual, we hear the common 
complaints about the food, the 
high price of hooks, the dorm, 
and profs who are late for their 
own classes. 
In a year of fantastic changes at 
home and abroad. W,vU seems to 
be traveling along at its usual 
pare of backward advancement. 
It's more like stepping sideways 
Ihan traveling forward or back 
ward. 
Of course, we always have the 
litile brigh*. spots which are more 
like little patches of while hope 
«han anything else. 
They've remodeled Milletl very 
nicely, but al the same time, it's 
difficult to lint! anything there, 
much less know where you're 
going. 
The bookstore management 
seeins more sympathetic to 
student problems, yet there 
seems to he no end in sight lo the 
upward spiraling costs of the 
printing industry. 
The Guardian has a bigger 
hinlget, but it's experiencing 
unnecessary printing problems 
because the machines the univer 
sity promised us we could use are 
presently being moved into the 
basement of Millett and need 
about three weeks before we ran 
actually use them. 
That problem should be 
rectified, hopefully, by October 
15.1 he tentative date the univer 
sity has set when we can begin 
composition and layout at 
•tchool instead of al our printers. 
Hut even then, the machines we 
were supposed to be Using won ! 
arrive until a month after lhat. 
So. in effect, we will he making 
two major changes in equipment 
use. 
Then there's the new food 
service, along with the remodel 
ing of eating facilities and Altyn 
cafeteria's move to Mille ,. 
The main complaints I've heard 
about the new food facilities have 
been mostly concerned with high 
prices and the hassles involved in 
'.rying lo get something <o eat. 
The hamburgers seem over 
priced w hen you can get virtually 
the same thing, but with a 
smaller bun, for 33 cents at 
MacDonald's. Here, they cost 65 
cents. 
One student complained that it 
took him 15 minutes in a small 
line just to get a coffee anil 
danish. He said it seemed it took 
the woman at the counter too 
much time to write down his 
order so she could fit the card 
into or.e of their fancy computer 
registers. 
He said the old registers were 
much quicker, while the new 
ones seemed to be a waste of 
money. 
He wondered why the school 
could afford the fancy registers, 
hut could not afford a big enough 
transmitter for the student radio 
station. 
Hut you know what they say. 
Ours is not to reason why... 
Hut who wants to die with the 
high cost of American funerals as 
it is? 
And finally, the students have 
to take a slab in the back like the 
new faculty dining facilities in 
the On te r . 
The new faculty dining lounge is 
the injury to top injuries. 
• Indents can't even enter the 
H'.-ea without a faculty member 
condescending to let us in and 
partake. 
A> least students were more 
modest in their demands con 
cernir.g a student lounge. And 
God forbid any student to bo 
allowed to have hard liouor on 
campus ir. the Ra'.hikeeler. 
But 1 say let the faculty imbibe. 
It's better to have a drunken 
faculty than no faculty at all. 
which is what we got now. (I'm 
not talking about individual 
faculty members I'm talking 
about a faculty in toto.) 
Maybe now that the faculty has 
their own faculty dining facility, 
they'll stop complaining about 
how their pay raises aren't 
keeping up with inflation. 
After all. where do they think 
they are America. 
Hut I'm no revengeful ingrate. 
If the faculty wants to come into 
our student lounge, let them 
come. Maybe the students can 
teach them a few things about 
college. 
They surely won't receive any 
such education in the faculty 
lounge, isolated from students. 
To borrow a phrase from one of 
the gr -.-.test writers of all time: 
El tu. profesores.' 
So welcome back, fellow 
students, and let's have some 
more of lhat old college spirit: 
Sis. boom, bah humbug! 
Snyde Comments is is regular 
editorial column by Guardian 
editor Tom Snyder. 
The Guardian is published twice-weekly by Wright State 
I Diversity students. Editorial opinions are those of the 
editorial board, not necessarily the (acuity or administration or 
the staff, Editorial columns are the opinions of the individuals 
who write them. 
Complaints against the Guardian may be addressed to this 
office or to the student publications sub committee. 
I.eters to the editor must be typed, double spared, and no 













pam place and spring white 
kathy camnbf U 
gail snyder 
dennis gee han 
wayne wenning 
nam latham 
staff bob leid. Iced stevens, gordon brown, diana brown 
mark wiliis, jerry spears, connie buchenroth. richard volpe. 
michael graham, nathau schwarti, jim pritchard, ted hoy. Jeff 
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matt son, jeff hfles, stephec jared, and thai .atein. 
The Coors Connection September X, 1974 
waits again till next year (MI? *cA' ' 
bv M T W itlis 
In my "back to basics,'' Kuril 
Gibbons way of looking at life, 
there are tuo compelling reasons 
for leaving this fair slate of Ohio 
and fleeing westward. Mountains 
a n d COOTS b e e r . 
There are more sophisticated 
motives, of course. Ohio has its 
grittiness. noise, and the State 
Highway Patrol. Hut there isn't 
much room for sophistication 
in my head these days. ! went 
west in July to explore the 
Brooks Mountain Range in 
Alaska. 1 knew when I eventually 
returned in September that 
friends and loved ones would 
never let me back into the state 
unless 1 brought home some 
Coors. 
It is one of the great injustices 
of modern life that most of this 
brew from Golden. Colorado is 
piped to California. Coors can't 
be bought east of the Missouri 
River. To return from the west 
as a prodigal, without any Coors 
as a peace offering, is unthink-
able. 
We spotted a neon sign in Chey 
enne, Wyoiminx thai announced. 
"Warm Coors will travel." We 
stopped. Inside the liquor store 
were stacks of Coors cases eight 
feet high. 
"We're interested in buying 
some beer." 1 told the man 
behind the counter. 1 tried to 
sound nonchalant. 
"Six dollars i case " he replied. 
"Where v'-i!'. from?" 
Despite two hundred tangled 
pounds of mountain climbing 
gear, we managed to shoe horn 
six cases into our Hornet hatch 
back. Then the vicarious part of 
the journey began. The Coors 
Connection. 
Stretching east from Cheyenne, 
sans mountains, is the great 
heartland of America, The great 
void, to phrase it more ac 
curatelv. Nebraska, iowa. lib 
nois. 
If ther»- were magnum toting 
police fiends along the way the 
Coors Connection would be 
easier to cope with. Instead there 
are just fields of dried up corn, a 
lot of scrubby little bushes, and 
Interstate 80. The Coors Connec 
tion becomes a battle between 
one's fantasies and the car radio, 
an endless dialing from country/ 
western station to static to the 
Kibleland Story Hour. 
On a pop 40 station from Scotts 
Bluff. Nebraska, though. I heard 
a voice from home. Johnny Bench 
was telling how he is concerned 
about the hygiene of his under 
arms a*d negotiating the phrase 
"micro-encapsulated" in a not 
quite literate way. 
For those who think that cul 
tural stagnation is just a cltcha 
used by bored highbrows. 1 found 
concrete proof of it or that radio 
station. The number one song in 
Scotts Bluff is still Grand Funk 
Railroad's "We're an American 
Band." 
Then on a North Platte station 1 
heard a girl plaintively ask. 
"Where should 1 get my senior 
pictures taken?" 
A reassuring, football line 
backer type voice answered. 
"Dan's Photo Studio, w here you 
can choose environmental back 
drops that subtly express your 
personality and lifestyle." 
That took me tripping down 
memory lane, recalling the per 
sonalities of girls I knew when I 
was in high school. I imagined 




the trees. . 
Antartic ice 
ps. t\ steaming 
le. mosquito 
irds clinging to 
dswept shoal of 
a few penguins 
in the foreground. . . 
By the lime we reached Iowa I 
had sunk into a stupor. I had 
heard so many Coca Cola com 
mericals that the enamel on my 
teeth hurt. I had heard Paul 
Anka's song Having My Habi 
2.413 times. At least. 
I was beginning to have sym-
pathetic labor pains. 
The big news story in Des 
Moines was the mayor's valiant 
crusade against massage parlors. 
As I listened to the news report I 
sensed, feebly, that something 
depraved was about to happen. 
Sure enough, the next commer 
cial blared. "HOW'S YOUR 
LOVE I.IFE?" Ultra Brite tooth 
paste wanted to know. 
Stirring from my stupor, I 
shouted. "THAT'S NONE OF 
YOUR GODDAMN BUSI 
NESS!" It was my last rush of 
energy. 
When I woke up it was Dayton, 
there were no more mountains, 
and the Coors Connection was 
completed. My imagination was 
roached out. What could I do, 
finally home in Ohio, but drink a 
case of Coors and hope for re 
newal? 
So. for the friends and loved 
ones who missed out on that one: 
I'm sorry. It tasted so good. Wait 
till next year. 
VOU VVECE BUSTl P O H "HtAT S A R F U E T - P O R A 
StCOMD TWERt I -moUvBA-tf VOU SAID VOU MP-E BUSED! 
Margolis offers poetic justice 
Editor's note: 
A review of The Poetry of 
Ki- hunt Milhous Xixon, compiled 
by Jack S. Margolis. published 
by Cliff House Books, 197-, 
BY CURT KOEHLER 
(CPS)- What do old presidents 
do when they retire or, as in the 
case of Richard Nixon, get 
peremptorily dumped out of the 
nation's highest office.? 
How do they raise enough 
money to maintain their style of 
living in the style to which 
they've grown accustomed, plus 
meet those unexpected legal 
costs which pop up now and 
again? 
Jack Margolis offers a sugges 
tion probably unnotic-d by 
Wcman proposes coastal human chain 
(CPS) Ms Marietta Lazzo of 
Park Forest, Illinois has come up 
with a novel idea tor celebrating 
the nation's Becentennial. 
"Wouldn't it be wonderful," 
La—o has suggested, "if enough 
people on July 4, 1976. join hands 
along some of the nations's high 
ways to make one great human 
handclasped chain from shore to 
shore across our country?" 
Using an average of her and her 
husband's measurements, Lazzo 
estimated that at least 3 million 
people, arms outs t re tched, 
would bv needed to complete thi> 
chain. 
Standing shoulder to shoulder, 
more than 9 million people could 
be involved depending on the 
number of willing hum«n ^*ter 
treaders. 
The proposed route would begin 
in Atlantic City, cut through 
Philadelphia, cross the Midwest, 
continue tb/ough Denver and 
end at San Francisco. 
A human chain, noted Lazzo. 
would serve as a reminder that 
"it takes all kinds to accomplish 
most purposes.' 
Lazzo's proposal was greeted 
with enthusiasm by her con 
gressperson. Rep George 
O'Brien iK IL). "A most imagina 
live idea." said O'Brier. and 
School officials upset 
promptly introduced the "human 
chain" idea to Congress. 
"Despite the logistics problem 
that Lazzo's plan would undoubt 
ably entail." O'Brien told the 
House, "I do believe it merits 
consideration." 
(CPS/FPS) -School principals 
in Davenport, Iowa became 
alarmed last year at an article in 
the magazine Scholastic Young 
Citizen because it told its fifth 
grade readers that they have 
constitutional rights. 
The article "Have You Got 
Rights" told students "You can 
wear your hair as long as you 
wish and how you wish if it isn't 8 
danger to your health and safety 
or the health and safety of 
others. Suppose because of your 
own religious or personal beliefs 
you do not believe in (flag) 
salutes You do noi need to take 
part. You may sit quietly or be 
allowed to leave the room during 
the pledge." 
It also describes student's 
rights to freedom of press, 
assembly, and petition, and told 
students that before they are 
punished they have a right to 
know what they've done wrong. 
Carl Dresselhaus. local director 
of elementary education. iaid 
that fift . grade students are uwi 
mature enough to receive such 
information, explaining "You've 
got to watch what is given these 
youngsters." 
President Nixon in the turmoil 
surrounding his resignation: 
they can write poetry. Or more 
exactly, they can edit transcripts 
of the White House conversa 
tions into poetry. 
Margolis has selected portions 
of the White House transcripts 
and reissued them as The Poetry 
of Richard Milhous Nixon, a 
work that shows Nixon at his 
poetic best. blending the 
profound with the banal, the 
pathetic with the paranoid. 
Margolis makew it perfectly 
clear that the words are Nixon's 
ow n. "Each selection is reprinted 
in its entirety." he writes. "No 
words have been added or 
omitted, and the punctuation has 
not been altered in any way." As 
Ron Ziegler said ».'nen .he tran 
scripts were firs', published, any 
editing of the actual words 
spoken by the President was 
done by Nixon himself. 
The Poetry includes the now-
classic call to action. "The Jack 
asses in Jail." ("It is going to cost 
a million dollars/To take care of 
the jackasses in jail. That can be 
arranged./That could be ar 
ranged.") which reveals the 
President's command of the 
Watergate situation as well as 
his realization of the larger impli 
cations surrounding his decision 
to risk the very foundat ion of his 
Presidency in the coverup 
("Frankly./All the people Aren't 
going to care/That much.") 
Uttered by a man struggling to 
keep from drowning amidst the 
flood of catastrophes unleashed 
by Watergate Nixon's words 
range from the pressing imme-
diacy of a man of action in "A 
Million Dollars" ("You could g t . a 
million dollars./You could eet it 
in cash./I know where it could be 
gotten/It is not easy./But it 
could/Be done.") to moments of 
philosophical reflection like Nix 
on's observations on the nature 
of truth in "What He S*ys" ("You 
have To balance What he says/ 
By the fact that He was very 
believable When he lied."). 
Later, in a poem remarkable for 
its lyrical scansion, the President 
describes how he'll explain his 
personal involvement in the 
coverup with the memorable "I 
\"an't Recall": "You can say I 
don't remember You can say I 
can't recall./I can't give any 
answer To that That I can 
recall." 
But while it's fur. to kick Nixon 
while he's down (and the tran 
scripts admittedly show Nixon at 
his worst), the careful reader of 
The Poetry will note the sense of 
lonliness. frustration, and ahena 
tion surrounding the embattled 
President. When Nixon laments 
"Nobody/Is a friend Of ours" in 
"Let's Face It," he shows that he 
not only stonewalled the slew of 
inquisitive press 2nd govern-
ment investigators prying into 
the nation's most prominent 
scandal, but also the emotional 
needs of himself and his aides. 
"Don't worry/About That sort/ 
Of thing." Nixon counsels. 
Fittingly, the selections end 
with Nixon's prediction on how 
the whole Watergate mess would 
eventually turn out in a poem 
entitled. "In The End": "In the 
end/We are going/To be bled/To 
death,/And in the end./It is all 
going/To come out anyway./ 





6 G w d i a r September 26, 1974 
Kegerreis: Students on tenure committees symbolic but superficial 
I Continued from p«*e l< | 
think it's impractical to talk 
about abolishing tenure or to re 
place tenure with any one of the 
current alternates, and so I think 
what we need to do at Wright 
State is to study, as a comtr.un 
ity, the implications of where we 
are and what the trend shows us 
heading to, and whether or not 
we ran adopt any one of the 
possible alternatives or parts of 
them to supplement the present 
system, and not necessarily to 
replace tenure. 
Guardian: There has aluo been 
some controversy nurlacin^ at 
man} places, iDeluding Wright 
State, about standard" for 
granting tenure. From the 
students' point of view, we often 
feel that too much emphasis is 
placed on the publish or perish 
syndrome, not enough on 
whethei or not the faculty 
member a good teacher. How 
do you teel about the problem of 
balancing the components of 
tenure? 
Kegerreis: Because Wright 
State is too young to have a great 
tradition of research, as an insti 
tut ion. 1 think the emphasis 
here, from that point of view, but 
also from a very deliberate point 
of view has been that without a 
decent level of teaching tenure 
would lie difficult to achieve at 
Wright State...['art of the prob 
lem. however, is that you are 
able to get such a difference of 
opinio'.. 
You get two students in the 
same class and you may get a 
radical difference of opinion 
abf.jt whether ,i teacher is good 
or not. One has a difficult time 
discerning whether entertaining 
equals good, whether rigor 
equals good, whether easy 
grading equals good. 
It's very very hard to get a 
handle on a quantitative measure 
of effective teaching .. In the 
years ahead as the preoccupation 
with tenure rises, the standards 
for granting tenure are hound to 
lie either made more rigcrous or 
more rigorously adhered to... 
One of the very natural out 
growths of this whole tenure 
investigation that is going on in 
the country is that the instilu 
Hons are going to inevitably 
become more specifically ardu 
ous about giving a tenure 
decision. 
Guardian: What's your reaction 
to proposals to have students sit 
on tenure committees? 
Kegerreis: A student sitting on 
the committee may be symbolic 
of a satisfaction of the student 
interest but is superficial. 
Almost overy candidate for 
tenure at Wright State is forced 
to supply some evidence of 
student evaluation or student 
opinion and that cannot possibly 
come from just one student... 
Guardian: There has been great 
growth around the country in 
faculty unions, and Wright State 
has had some experience in the 
past with the subject. Do you 
view any conflict between a 
faculty uni..n and the academic 
purpose of this university? 
Kegerreis. No, not necessarily. 
I think that if the time comes 
that a faculty at a university be 
lieve that their influence on the 
1'niversity they serve is so in 
consequential and so ill repre 
sented that they need the device 
of the union to protect and 
advance what they regard as 
their legitimate interest, then 
it's :i perfectly acceptable form of 
organization and that there is not 
necessarily this conflict. 
It's a very emotional kind of 
issue, and student groups often 
feel that they are forgotten about 
when a.i administration and 
faculty siart negotiating on 
union matters. And interestingly 
some students at some universi 
lies have forced themselves into 
the negotiating arena to protect 
their interests. 
I would hope that at Wright 
State we have a suffici. at sense 
of community here that faculty 
continue to perceive the very 
real participation that they have 
in rhe decision processes of the 
University and do not see the 
critical need to resort to u ions. 
Hut, as the chief administrator, 1 
have no particular resistance to 
that movement. 
As a matter of fact, it would 
simplify some of the governance 
problems of the University to 
have a faculty ur.ion. Hut as a 
faculty member which 1 still 
claim to be 1 have as much 
passion alHiut a union as I have 
disinterest, ! do not see this as 
the kind of situation, namely 
faculty student administration 
situation, as benefiting particu 
larly from the unioo form. 
One of the distressing problems 
about the movement that you 
mention is that it h«s been 
largely the industrial or commer 
cial model of collective bargain 
ing that has been imposed on the 
university structure. The uni 
versity is a heck of a lot more 
delicate organization, a lot more 
human communication is in 
volved at a university than there 
is in a factory in an industrial 
setting. 
And yet the industrial model of 
collective bargaining is the one 
that is being used by unions, by 
union organizers, for the college 
campus and I don't think it fits 
very well... 
Guardian: With the slowdown 
in the growth rate, the fall off in 
births, demographers are esti 
mating a drop in the absolute 
number of ntudenti. W ill this re 
suit in a drop in the 1 Diversity 
enrollment around 1980 when it 
hits? 
Kegerreis: I can't imagine that 
there will be sufficient counter 
veiling factors to prevent that 
from happening. A factor of a 
decline in the absolute number -i! 
college age students is of miff; 
cient force that it just can n-' he 
compensated for, I don't believe, 
across the system, either in the 
state or in the country. 
Wright State University may 
lie a special case. 1 don't believe 
we've saturated our market. And 
Frosh 
H'ontinued from page 3| 
feel of things." Doug said that he 
was seeing a lot of different 
people here, because Vandalia is 
a "lily white" suburb with little 
variety. He feels that this is 
valuable. 
Gary Garrison was satisfied and 
said, "I like it. I'm going to gel a 
lot out of classes." 
Becky Daugherty said her first 
day was confusing, but the 
second day was much better. She 
didn't think orientation was 
helpful liecause "too much infor 
mat ion was thrown at you." 
All the Vandalia freshpersons 
interviewed noticed no class dif-
ferentiation. w hich pleased them 
because their old high school was 
not that way. 
Steve Houlette, from Sidney, 
lives in the dorm, i'o far. he likes 
it (except for the food coupons at 
the dormt He thinks WSU is a 
progressive school and he is im 
pressed. 
When asked why they picked 
WSU. all the freshman gave one 
of two answers: proximity or 
cheapness. 
Debbie Coale added, "you don't 
have to he s brain out here." 
Abortion Information Service 
VERY CLOSE TO AREA 
Assisting I to 2 1 W cck l ' re<!nane\ 
T e r m i n a t e d B> Licensed Physic ians 
I in media te A r r a n g e m e n t s 
wi l l lie made wi th no liasse! 
For your convenwee open even on Sunday Morning 
CALL COLLECT - 24 HOUR SERVICE 
216-631-1557 
so it's difficult to know whether 
that in our case will compensate 
for this fall off in absolute 
numbers, hut your statistics are 
correct... At the lower grades, 
the kindergarten and elementary-
grades we ha\e had a very 
significant drop in the numbers 
this very year. And remember, 
there are going to be more 
alternatives to the traditional 
university education. 
Guardian: There has been 
concern expressed that once the 
medical school gets going it's 
going to tend to become the tail 
that wags the dog. What ways do 
you think that tendency can be 
svoid«*d? 
Kegerreis: I'm well aware of 
that syndrome and I've studied 
the effect at other places, and 
we've already taken steps to 
attempt to moderate that impact 
First of all. I think it's 
overrated, but nevertheless, it is 
real, even if it has been over 
rated. So we have attempted to 
in tegra te incoming medical 
school staff and faculty into the 
fabric of the University so that 
they become University partici 
pants as quickly as possible. The 
dean of the school of medicine is 
already attending Dean's council 
meetings... 
The second thing is that their 
buildings and their activities are 
smack in the middle of the traffic 
flow of the University. They are 
going to be between the founders 
Quadrangle and the University-
center. I'eople underground and 
above ground are going to be 
passing through and interming 
ling with the medical school in a 











Kent commander confirms order to fire 
September 26. 1*14 G u n H u 7 
1 CPS]- As the criminal trial of 
several Ohio National Guards 
men indicted for the 1970 shoot 
ings at Kent State University ap 
proaches. their commanding of 
ficer has confirmed earlier re-
ports that one of the indie',ed 
men actually gave an order to 
fire. 
Until now. National Guard of 
ficiais have consistently main 
tained that no order to fire had 
been given. 
l,t Col Charles Fassinger made 
the disclosure in a sworn deposi-
tion filed recently in a civil case 
in which he and more than 50 
other persons are being used for 
i heir roles in the Kent incident 
which left four students dead and 
nine wounded, Fassinger. who 
was the highest uniformed of 
ficer on the scene of the 
shootings, testified that an order 
to fire had been given by 
Matthew J McManus. 
It was not clear from Fas 
singer 's deposition whether 
McManus gave the order before 
or after the shooting began or 
whether McManus told the 
troop* to fire at or over the stu 
der.ts, 
A Justice Department sum 
r.iary of an WMili page FBI report 
•in the shootings corroborated 
Fassingcr's story, but said. "Sgt 
McManus slated that after the 
firing began, he gave an order to 
'fire over their heads/ " The 
Justice Department summary 
stales, "There was no initial 
order to fire." 
A source close to the case, how 
• ver. emphasized that the sum 
Alary was only of information un 
covered in ihe months imrnedi 
aieiy following the shooting anil 
is by no means the final word on 
the mailer. It is expected thai 
the question of an order to file 
will ixt more closely pursued as 
additional witnesses are inter 
viewed and during subsequent 
court proceedings. 
McManus is one of eight former 
guardsmen indic'ed by the 
federal grand jury which investi 
gated the shootings last winter 
(af ter then-Attorney General 
Elliot Richardson overruled the 
decisions of his predecessors 
John Mitchell and Richard 
Kleindienst forbidding such a 
grand jury investigation'. Me 
Manus himself has taken the 
Fifth Amendment in response to 
questions about the shopting. 
The criminal trial of McManus 
and the seven other indicted 
guardsmen is scheduled to open 
in Cleveland in mid-October. The 
grand jury that indicted them 
has nol been discharged, and il is 
possible, although unlikely, that 
there could be more indictments 
as more information about the 
shootings emerges. 
Independently of the criminal 
cases, the civil cases are also pro 
ceeding. The civil cases are 
brought under the federal civil 
t'tnhls laws, which provide 
money damages for persons 
deprived of their constitutional 
rights under color of law. 
Ail nine of the injured students, 
plus the parents of all four of Ihe 
students killed at Kent, have 
such cases pending. The cases 
have been consolidated and will 
be tried in federal court in Cleve-
land in April 1975. The lengthy 
process of pre trial discovery of 
ihis discovery process that 
Fassinger disclosed his know 
ledge about McManus' order. 
The discovery process had been 
interrupted in i970 when a 
federal judge dismissed the. civil 
cases. In A pril of this year, 
however, inat dismissal was 
overturned by the US Supreme 
Court. 
The must significant feature of 
the civil cases is that they name 
as defendants not only the 
enlisted personnel who fired 
their weapons into the students 
on May 4. but also the National 
Guard command: rs and officials 
who were responsible for placing 
the troops in the situation with 
loaded weapons and under 
orders to disperse peaceful 
assemblies. 
One of ihe cr il defendants is 
Sylvester Del Corso, a war hero 
and former prison warden who 
became Ohio's Adjutant General 
in 19H8. It was Del Corso who 
implemented the extraordinary 
policy of sending Ohio guards-
men into routine civil distur 
bance duty with live ammunition 
loaded in their weapons con 
trary to regular Army practice 
and under permissive rules 
regarding the use of firepower. 
Prior to the 1970 shootings. Del 
Corso had urged Ohio guards 
men to write letters in support of 
the war. and had publicly s t i led 
his belief that Communist con-
spira tors were behind the 
campus protest movement. 
Another of the civil defendants 
is James A Rhodes, who was 
Governor of Ohio in 1970. and 
w ho had appointed Del Corso. 
I.ate in 1909 and in 1970. 
Rhodes had made public vows to 
end disruptions on Ohio Cain 
puses. During Rhodes' adminis 
iratioii Ihe Ohio National Guard 
saw more duty in civil disorders 
than the National Guard of any 
other state in the union. 
On the day before the Kent 
shootings. Rhodes had held a 
Wright Slate's older student population brings special 
problems with it. like one little girl who seems a bit restless 
while her mother goes through the slow process of registration. 
pr. onference "* eity. disorder and vowing to "dri 
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presumed responsible for Ihe 
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Bar-Kays perform at WSU Sept 28th 
Richard Vorpe Wright S t i l t University this 
Saturday at 8 pm. 
Opening the Artist a.id Lecture The Bar Kays is a Black seven 
Series this fall will be the Bar man combo presently touring the 
Kays, a funky soul-rock group US and r.-.i«rding for Sta* rec 
bringing the Memphis sound all ords. Various members of the 
the way from Tennessee to group have done bark up v.o.-k 
for groups such as The Staple 
Singers and Albert King. 
The music of the liar Kays 
creates a sensitivity and innova 
(ion that makes a performer as 
exciting as their sound. Their 
latest album l>o You See What I 
See reveals this orginalitv. 
The concert is being presented 
as a part of the Artist and 
Lecture Series and is free of 
charge to students and the gen 
eral public. 
Memorial regatta at Eastwood Lake 
The Sailing Club's able bodied 
seapersons are rigged and ready 
for a regatta at Eastwood Lake 
this weekend. 
Sixteen colleges from Wiscon 
sin. Ohio, and Indiana w ill travel 
to Last wood Lake to participate 
in the second annual Fetsko 
Iturns memorial regatta. It's free 
and open to the public. 
Wooster College is the 
defending champion of the event. 
If all It) schools participate as 
planned, there will be eight -aces 
on Saturday and Sunday. 
Tire competition takes place 
under Midwestern Collegiate 
Sailing Association guidelines, 
with the Kaisei Lake Sailing 
acting as officials. 
Each college brings one boat 
and at least four people to sail. 
The skipper and crew exchange 
boats in round robin' fashion so 
that every team sails each 
school's boat once. 
According to Sailing Club 
secretary Mariene Meixell. the 
races are won on land as often as 
on water. "The protest commit-Emm 
t«-e ijives an impartial hearing to 
all the disagreements that come 
up." Meixall says. "It gets pretty 
lively, but the officials do a really 
Kreat job and nob«»dy holds 
Krud^es afterward." 
The regatta is held annually in 
honor of David Fetsko. first 
Jazz seminar Oct 2nd 
commodore of the club, who was 
killed, along with his wife, in an 
automobile crash, and Joe Burns, 
the li te sports information direc 
tor at WSU. 
John Gorby is commodore of the 
sailing club. 
Dayton Art Institute (DAIi is 
sponsoring its third annual Okto 
berfes t this Saturday and 
Synday from 12 to 7 pm. 
The Oktoberfes! is expanding 
tents on the lawns of the Insti 
tute and into the buildings of the 
College. 
It will combine 15 cent oeer. 
music by Franz Kalbers' German 
Band, demonstrations of quilting, 
glass blowing, potting and 
weaving, old time movies, (ood 
from around the world and arts 
and crafts offerings bv the area's 
artists, artisans, and dealers. 
At the art fair. 27 booths will 
•represnet fine arts and crafts for 
all tastes, pocketbooks and ages 
or jus! browsing. 
New booths this year of hand 
embroidery, metal sculpture. 
Victorian portraits and house 
plants join favorite repeats from 
last year of macrame. ceramics, 
old master and contemporary 
prints. Appalachian crafts, lea 
ther work, jewelry icontem 
porarv, antique and American 
Indian), paintings, and sculpture. 
A $2 admission is charged to 
cover expenses. Children ur.der 
five are admitted free. 
All proceeds of the Oktoberf'.-st. 
which is a project of the 
Associate Board of the Institute, 
go to the operating funds of the 
Institute so that it may continue 
its policy of open and free admis 
sion for the public to its galleries, 
exhibitions and most of its 
programs. 
Galleries of the Museum will be 
open during the Oktoberfest. In 
addition to its permanent 
collections, the temporary exhi 
bition will be "The Art of the 
Dogon." a private collection of 
African art. 
hv Bob Zeid 
For a tankful of gas and four 
dollars, musically inclined people 
can take a snazzy trip to the 
University of Pittsburgh and 
catch the fourth annual Seminar 
on Jazz. 
The three day con'erencc 
begins October 2 and will host a 
number of big name artists and 
jazz critics as part of the faculty 
including Tom Mcintosh. Hank 
Jones. Alan Dawson, Hon Carter, 
Thad Jones and Sonnv Rollins. 
The seminar, assembling jazz, 
educators , professional musi 
cians and students, will expi.-r-
problems relating to ,azz ii> 
education and performance-
In addition to the formal ses 
sions from 10 to 5. there will be 
evenings of big band jitz/.. gospel 
and he concluding concert 
Friday night ($-1). 
To register for the seminar, 
contact the School of General 
Studies. 407 Cathedral of 
Learning. University of Pitts 
burgh. Pittsburgh. I'a. 15260. 
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Movie mil! grinds on 
September 26. 1974 Cotrdion 9 
by Rich Vorpe 
Before the Fall cinema season 
Rets underway, let's take „ 
minute to review just what the 
movie mill has ground out sir.cc 
January. 
In the past eight months there 
have been a few moments of ex 
cttement, gaudy repetition, and 
rare einenu-tk artistry, first 
coming 1° mind, the Sugarland 
1 «press Though it stayed in the 
local theatres for only two 
weeks, one was allowed the dis-
covery of a new and exciting di 
rectorial talent. Stephen Speil 
\WTK-
Unpleasantly second was Jack 
Clayton's sometimes confused, 
overly long. The Great Gaubv. It 
milked the public for all it could 
get. packing the theatres quite a 
few times, but as with most 
things, quantity does not make 
quality. 
Third was the hailed return of 
Roman I'olanski to American 
cinema with Cttineiown. Starring 
Jack Nicholson and Kay Duna 
way in n?ar flawless perfor 
mances, it re established Polaski 
as "technician extraordinaire." 
Plotted with a quickly moving 
script by Robert Towne (of The 
1-ast lie tail, Chinatown was the 
best I've seen in a long time. 
Starting the Fall of 74 off is a 
layer of Hollywooden images of 
'< rror and old friends. What do 
Steve McQueen, Paul Newmai:, 
William Hoiden, Fay.- Dunaway, 
Richard Chamberlain. Robert 
Wagner. Frod Astaire, sad O.J. 
Simpson have in common? 
Simple, the fa ther of the 
Poseidon's newest flick. The 
Towering Inferno As only Irwin 
Allen can. Iniorno's cast and 
special affects promises to break 
house records, as he did with The 
Poseidon Adventure. 
Second in the rush of 
what would happen-if the world 
ended tomorrow gendre. is a 
Charlton Ileston vehicle. Earth 
quake, with script by Mario {The 
(•odfather) Puzo and a promise of 
M. G. 
TUNE UP GUARANTEED 
10,000 MILES8 
Your second tune-up is free, 
if your car fails to run in 
tune within 10 000 miles of 
the first one. 
Hew can you beat a deal 
•ike that? 
For complete details on 
your M.G., call: 
R 
878-9331 
"most foreign c<r« • l igibl* 
tA 519 WEST MAIN STREET FAIRBORN, 
OHIO 45324 
of a newly innovated quad sound 
recorded reproduction system. 
rc.r r.i>li«m, (Holy Cinerama, 
Hat an.), with co-stars ranging 
fr m Lurne Green to Richard 
Roundtree, 
One of the better offerings in 
this area is the heavily pub 
licized, Hindenberg. directed by 
Robert Wise, with George C. 
Scott. More is offered in those 
two names than the other two 
earlier mentioned films com 
bined. and we hope Hindenberg 
will be worth the wait. 
Fourth, and the last of the 
disaster films worth mentioning, 
is Richard Lester',- Juggernaut. 
A tale of the threatened lives of 
1,200 passengers of the S.S. 
Britanica. Stars are Richard 
Harris. Omar Sharif, and David 
Hemmings. Juggernaut has good 
possibilities, with both cast and 
director of such importance. 
Lester's flare for visual action 
should add a great deal to it's 
cinematic presence. 
Due to the rather uncom-
fortable financial position of the 
major studios, and an inability to 
trust a big budget to a chance 
film, this Fall and Winter we will 
see the return of two Oscar 
winning casts, and some of the 
most popular films in the last five 
years, will bare sons. 
Godfather II follows the 
exploits of Michael as he becomes 
the Godfather in the booming 
village of I.as Vegas. Part II is di 
rected by Francis Ford Coppola, 
who also did Part I. The unusual 
thing about Part II is that 
Coppola is planning to buck the 
system in it 's distr ibution. 
Coppola will distribute the film 
himsell. and the predictions are. 
he has the money to make his 
own distribution company a sue 
cess. 
Returning to the streets of New 
York, to mame, destroy, kill, and 
generally push folks around is 
'Popeye' Doyle in French 
Connection CI (No relation to 
Godfather IJ». this time directed 
by John Frankeheimer, (William 
'Exorcist' Friendkin directed the 
original), and starring Gene 
Hackman as Popeye. 
In anticipation for the return ot 
the hero of the Ultra Liberal 
sixties, is The trial of Hilly Jack 
(with predicted national Septcm 
ber release' date), makes it's 
stand for the rights of all. Young 
and old. Sadly enough, not com 
pletely in control of it's director 
Tom Mc Laughlin. (Hilly JAcki. 
Warner Brothers took it out of 
Mc Laughlin's hands, and in pre 
views of it in Chicago, ma.ly 
doubted whether it had been 
editen at all. Especially by Mr 
Laughlin. 
Not to be over shadowed. Irwin 
Allen also returns with the Trial 
of tlie Poseidon, supposedly 
loaded down with film clips of the 
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Adventure Another oi the G/ 
rated epics to return is Airport 
'75. stripped of Dean Martin and 
blessed with Hollywood's own 
father image. Charlton Heston. It 
includes newcomers to United 
Airlines. Gloria Swanson and 
Linda (Little Devil) Blair. 
Still surviving are the Holly 
wood musicals, and Hollywood's 
own answer to Fanny Brice. 
Barbara Streisand, returns in 
Fun.iy Lady. Co-stars will be 
James Caan and Omar Sharif as 
Nicky. If that isn't desperate 
enough, the Hollywooden minds 
have ripped-off Saturdav mor 
ning's Pink Panther, to take this 
original place in the hall of 
filmdom in the Return of the 
Pink Panther. For those who just 
can't get enough of Amusement 
Parks, there ' s Westworld 's 
sequel. Futureworld, and that's 
er.ougn. 
Of the films to be released this 
Fall and Winter are some of the 
most interesting projects I have 
seen in years. The key word is di 
rector and if Chinato-wn is not 
evidence enough of what the 
coming season will be like, try on 
a few of these coming 
attractions. 
Dustin Hoffman stars in Bob 
(Cabaret) Fosse's new film 
Lenny. The tale of the rise and 
fall of Lenny Bruce. It could be 
Hoffman's best performance to 
date. 
Ken Russel who directed 
Women In Love and The Devils. 
breaks the mold again with the 
rock opera Tommy, starring 
Oliver Reed, Ann Margret. and 
Elton John a^ Tommy. 
Long awaited is the release of 
the newest John Schlesinger 
film. Day of the locust. Since 
winning the Oscar for Midnight 
Cowboy. S-Mesinger has only 
made one other film Sunday, 
Bloody. Sunday an equally brii 
liant film. Yet not as well 
accepted. Starring in his expose' 
of nineteen thirties Hollywood is 
Donald Sutherland and Burgess 
Meredith. I expect it will be one 
of the top quality films of '74. 
For those who never fell into 
the aisle over Blazing Saddles. 
Mel Brooks is planning to take 
another shot at you. He returns 
with Young Frankenstein, star 
ring Peter (Joe) Buyle as the 
monster and the Deputy from 
Saddles. Gene Wilder, as the 
good Doctor. Wilder also wrote 
and produced the film. 
Evolving from 20(11: a Spare 
Odyssey to A Clockwork Orange. 
Stanley Kubrick.meekly returns 
with what he is quoted as saying 
is a film ". . the equal of Gone 
With the Wind," IUrr» l.vndo.r 
s tarr ing Ryan O'Neal. I've 
learned never to underestimate 
(his master of American Cinema 
and there is a possibility Lyndon 
will enrage, delight, embarass. 
and confuse a» many people as 
Kubrick's last two films have. 
Those who. like myself, haunt 
the halls of movie houses for 
films by foreign masters. Fellini, 
Antonioni. and Bergman are all 
releasing films in the states this 
Fall and Winter. Fellini's is titled 
|F=W 
Armacord and is based on quote 
". . .the grotesque fascist days of 
my youth." Antonior.i's is titled 
Fatal Exit s«<i s t a t s Jack 
Nicholson and Maria Schneider. 
!t is his thirt t'nglish language 
film. 
Finally the newest Ingmar 
Bergman film has just been re 
leased, starring Liv I'llman and 
Erland Josephson, it is called 
Scenes From a Marriage It was 
originally don? for Swedish TV. 
The first few re/lews have been 
favorable. 
In conclusion the chances of 
seeing a third of the films I have 
mentioned, in this area, are slim. 
Some of the better films may run 
for a week or two. Expect both 
The Towering Inferno and Earth-
quake to have at least a month's 
run in one theater- this Christ-
mas. Look for the film that best 
suits your tastes, there are 
enough of a selection for every-
body to walk away from the 
movies this year saying. "That's 
the best film I've ever seen." 
Wynkoop promoted 
by Dennis Geehan 
Athletic Director Don Mohr has 
long maintained that Wright 
State University has looked after 
the interests of women in its 
athletic program. 
Confirming that fervor. Peggy 
Wynkoop has been promoted 
from her position as part time 
coach of women's volleyball and 
softhall to the full time post of 
Assistant to the Director of 
Athletics and Intramural Sports. 
Curiously, however, the de 
scription of her job is barely 
longer than the title itself. While 
most job descriptions within the 
Athletic Department Handbook 
are almost a full page in length, 
Wynkoop's duties are described 
briefly and in terms so vague as 
to leave one wondering whether 
a page is missing. 
"The Assistant to the Athletic 
Director." the Handbook says, 
"will assist in the administration 
"f Intercollegiate Athletics, 
Intramural Sports and the PE 
Building." 
Even the job descriptions for 
the department secretaries are 
lengthier with four paragraphs 
to guide them through their 
working day. 
But Wynkoop is more specific in 
describing her new duties. 
"I coacil women's tennis and 
volleyball now," she said, "but I 
also have a larger part to play in 
scheduling women's athletics. 
Don (Mohr) is still in charge of 
women's athletics as director of 
the department but I attend the 
Conference meetings to work out 
schedules and represent the 
"1 The sisters of 
ALPHA SIGMA ALPHA 
welcome you 
to Wright State University 
school." 
WSU participates actively in 
the Ohio Vitlley League, a con 
ference 'omprised of eight 
regional schools competing in 
several women's varsity level 
sports. The Raiders compete in 
the league's volleyball and 
basketball programs. 
In addition to its participation in 
the Ohio Valley League, the 
WSU Athletic Department aiso 
participates in the activities of 
the Ohio Association of Inter 
collegiate Athletics for Women 
and its parent organizations, the 
Midweste-n and National Asso-
ciations- Annual dues for mem 
bership in th? four organizations 
total $265 dollars and entitle the 
university to participate in 
championship tournaments and 
policy legislation. 
The national level Association 
of Intercollegiate Athletics for 
Women is the female counterpart 
to the National Collegiate 
Athletic Association (NCAA) 
which governs male varsity 
sports. 
"I am the school's voice in these 
organizations." Wynkoop said. 
"But Don still has the final say in 
Wright State's women's pro 
gram." 
Besides coaching and repre 
senting the school at league 
meetings. Wynkoop also over 
sees the administration of the 
campus sports clubs which cur 
rently include the Riding. 
Karate. Auto, Ski, and Sailing 
Clubs. 
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alive and kicking 
The WSU Karate club Roe* thru wmt preparatory physical and meet*] exercises prior to betting 
hell out ol one another 
Phys ed classes expand on campus 
by Dennis Geehan 
Physical Education buffs, take 
note. The Wright State Univer-
sity College of Education has 
your interests at heart. 
"We're really trying to get 
something going for PE majors 
now," says Clifford McPeak 
Program Coordinator for Health, 
Physical Education, and Recrea 
tion. "Hopefully we may even be 
able to offer the major as early as 
next fall. There has been no final 
decision on the program yet but 
there are other activities for the 
time being to occupy students 
and faculty interested in related 
activities." 
The HPR Department currently 
promotes activities and courses 
related to two areas. The profes-
sional program is concerned with 
'.he preparation and certification 
of teachers. Curriculum for the 
program is approved by the HPR 
staff, the College of Education, 
and the State Department of 
Education, in accordance with 
the ohiectives of all three. 
The b«sic instructional program 
of the University deals primarily 
with sports skills and classes that 
teach them. Such classes provide 
a variety of activity for inter 
ested persons. 
"There are three factors that 
influence the BIP curriculum," 
McPeak said. "First, we consider 
whether or not a particular 
course or activity can be a leisure 
time ac'.ivity. W® try to get a 
feeling for which sports and 
games are currently popular. For 
example, outdoor sports are 
extremely popular now so we're 
offering canoeing this quarter. 
In the future, additional courses 
of instruction may include sail 
ing, scuba diving, mountain 
climbing, orienteering, and wa-
ter skiing. 
Perhaps the biggest problem in 
designing the BIP is the 
availability of qualified instruc-
tors. "There are several courses 
we'd like to offer but we just 
don't have the faculty to teach 
them," McPeak said. "Ballroom 
m i n i 
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Millett. 
dancin,? is gaining popularity 
across the country but we juot 
don't have anyone on the faculty 
to teach it. But we will offer it if 
we get the instructors to do it." 
A second consideration made in 
the design of the BIP is the 
fitness value of the activity, 
McPeak said. He said the weight 
traii irg course is currently 
popular because of the recent 
concern of Americans for 
physical fitness. "In fact." he 
added, "vje're going to expand 
the fitness program to include a 
course on cardiovascular con-
ditioning this winter and spring." 
Finally, a course may be offered 
to fit a specific need for one of the 
other University academic de-
partments. For example, a 
tumbling course has been offered 
this quarter at the request of the 
WSU Theatre Department. 
McF'eak pointed out. 
"I suppose the best way to 
describe HPK's interests is to 
say that we're involved with the 
students interests both now and 
in the future," McPeak said. 
"What many persons fail to 
realize is that the PE Building 
itself was designed primarily 
with the student's and faculty's 
activities in mind. The building 
was constructed with the HPR 
Many hours of supervised open 
recreation time are available in 
the Physical Education Building 
ior use by Wright State stu-
dents. faculty, staff, and their 
guests. A current validated ID 
Card is the only requirement. 
An individual with a properly 
validated ID Card is eligible to 
bring one guest per day to use 
the facility. In addition, any 
family member or a lumnu; 
possessing a privilege pass may 
be accompanied by one guest. 
program in mind, not intercol-
legiate athletics. We're com-
pletely independent of the 
Athletic Department and we're 
trying to provide a recreational 
outlet for the students and 
faculty." 
by Jim Pritchard 
"I'd like to see the club grow 
and give those interested a 
chance to practice for almost 
nothing." says Bob Clary, 
instructor of the Genwa-Kai 
Karate Club at Wright State. 
Clary said he would like to see 
many of his students reach a 
blackbelt degree. 
Cleary became interested in 
karate several years ago and 
went to Japan in 1970 to study 
Genwa-Kai for two y?ars before 
returning as a "shodar." (first 
degree blackbelt). He started the 
club here in 1973. 
One of the best things about 
Genwa-Kai is that "it offers a 
structured approach to learning 
karate" says Clary. Genwa-Kai 
realizes that it does take time to 
progress. Helping each other i* 
stressed here eompsi-ed to otVf 
styles which stress competition 
at the start. 
A part of practice which Clary 
would like to see used more is the 
concept of "budo." Budo is more 
than just the martial arts like 
judo, hopkido, kendo, karate. 
and others, but contains the 
essences of "shodo" (calligraphy) 
and "iaido" (movements with 
swords). Karate, which is a small 
but important part of budo, is not 
only to learn to defend oneself 
but to build up ones physical and 
inner self. 
"Unlike other activities," says 
Clary," It is something you can 
practice by yourself, with your-
self, and for yourself." 
The club has grown to 50 mem-
bers and will be accepting new 
members the first two weeks of 
each quarter. Fall schedule is six 
to eight pm Mondays, four to six 
pm Tuesday through Friday in 
081 PE building. Dues are $1.50 
a month. $6 annual registration. 
Deadline to sign 
up for IM touch 




TUNE UP GUARANTEED 
10.000 MILES® 
Your second tune-up is free, 
if your car fails to run in 
tune within 10.000 miles of 
the first one. 
How can you beat a deal 
like that? 
For complete details on 
your VOI KSWAGON. call: 
878-9331 
*.f>o«t fore ign car? • I ig ibl* 
& 
9 WEST 
MAIN S . R t t T 
FAIRBORN 
OHIO 45324 
Roommate Wanted: apartment 
in East Dayton. 6 rooms, call 
Jame^ 256 7219. 
Room for Rent to female, kitchen 
and laundry priveleges. pricate 
home 294 7516. 
| Wanted: student to share new, 
I two bedroom trailer $65 a month 
I plus half of utilities. Very nice 
land personal. Only 2'/i miles 
(from WSU. privacy, call Jerry at 
1879 4472 or ext 533. 
Wanted: female roommate to 
share apt, $65 month plus utili-
ties. Dayton View area, near 
Salem 223 4399 after 6 pm. 
Two females need third room-
mate to share duplex in North 
Dayton. $47 a mont, '/> of utili-
ties. Liberal atmosphere. Good 
deal! Call 254 4179 or 1 325 2274. 
Need immediately! Female room-
mate to share one bedroom 
apartment with nursing student. 
Location - 2 miles on old Yellow 
Springs Rd. Fairborn (Maple 
Apts) Approx rent $70 mo 
includes utilities. Call 878-0176 
or ask for Marcia in Nursitig 
office, Oleman Hall. 
Wanted: Roommate for apt. Two 
bedroom unfurnished. Cool per 
son. male or female. Stop and see 
Tom at 141 Kelly Ave, Apt 3. Off 
Troy Pike. 
Student, preferably female. 
!urnis!;ed, access to kitchen, 
ftent free in return for aid to 
landicappcd student (including 
Van driving) 10 minutes from 
WSU. 233-6231. 
Roommate wanted to share 
ipartment with two other guys 
-X Bonneviila.4Mt$4 per month, 
•all after 6 pm. Ask for Doug. 
129-1820. 
Roommate wanted to share three 
bedroom home in Kettering. 
Divide $165 rent equally 
between roommates. Call: Steve 
293-6225 after 4:30. 
Help Wanted 
Dancers wanted: The Trade 
Winds, part or full time, $3 ar. 
hour, 7 days, 252-4737. 
I need creative, innovative, and 
responsible people for news and 
features on the giant voice of 
Wright State, WWSU call 
Nathan Schwartz at University 
Ext 618. 
Wanted: Ex Peace Corps or 
Vista Volunteer to serve as 
campus representative part 
time work. $1 90 per hour. 
Write: Actio-.; e/o Kathy 
Stearns, 141 Voluntary Action 
Center, (Stranahan Sq) Toledo, 
Ohio 43604. 
Persons reeded to read for blind 
student. Call Gtorge 426 9639. 
For Sale 
1967 Pontiac Catalina $695 PS. 
PB. air, rebuilt engine, recondi 
tioned body 13-15 may call a f t e ' 5 
pm 878-7648. 
Stereo Phonograph old Cabinet 
36" with new BSR turntable $45 
Call after 5 pm 878-7648. 
1970 black Buick electric 225, 
convertible, 4 new tires, wire 
wheels ail electric seats and 
window, tilt wheel, nm-fm stereo 
tape and radio, $1995 ext (M57 ar 
433-3553 after 6 pm. 
Ladies watch by Manson, $20 call 
after 5 pm 878-7648. 
Sewing machine Amarko dia!-a-
stitch, zig-zag, 40 stiches, auto-
button hole. $135 after 5 pm, call 
878-7648. 
1974 Volkswagen Super Beetle 
A/C, tinted glass, only 4,(XX 
miles, 1 month old. Cost $370( 
new. will sell for $3,000. Cal 
429-1667, See at Bonnieville Apt 
1974 Vega GT Hatchback 
4 speed, AC, orange - black 
stripes. 7,000 miles. Still unde: 
warranty. 426 7334. ask for Ka< 
or David. 
Anyone wishing to purchase the 
complete set of Nancy Drew 
Books contact B Bailey. 
Cocker Spaniel puppy; male, red-
blonde. Very affectionate. Phone 
233 6231. 
Car 8-track stereo tape playei 
with built in FM receiver. Fail 
condition. $20. with speakers 
$25. 256-5706 
Brand n(-« cai mats made for 
Ford Mustang 65-74. Newer used 
set of (4). All for only $8.! 
256-5706 
MG Migel '71. Excellent condi-
tion. Make offer. Call 426-3523. 
61 Chevy Station Wagon. 6 cyl. 
auto. $100. After 5 pm 879-2282.| 
Miscellaneous 
"> '1 ' Tau) fraternity 
of WSU wili hold its first annua 
freshman rush party on Oct 12. It 
will be from 8 pm 1 am at the 
University Center. The cost is 
$1 per person, $1.50 couple. The 
band "Phoenix" will play at the 
event. Everyone is welcome. 
Free to »ood homu, house broken 
toy collie, gentle. 3 yrs old. Call 
275-8725 after 5 pm. 
Free to good home-half Samoyah 
(Husky) spayed bitch, 7 yrs ex-y 
ce'lent health, extremely gentl« 
and loves children. Some obe<ij|| 
ence training. D r hous " 
included. 878-CS5 
X-couniry at home 
The WSl< cross country 




bv Dennis Geehaa 
No sooner had WSU basketball 
roach John Ross announced his 
fa!! walk on tryouts than he 
suffered his first walk out of the 
year. Kecruit Mike Horn of Lex-
ington, Kentucky has decided not 
to attend college at the present 
time, choosing to enter a 
business career with his father 
instead. 
The 6 5. 180 pound graduate <•( 
l .afayet te High School had 
averaged 14.6 points and 19 
rebounds per game during his 
senior year showing promise for 
Koss to increase his background 
strength in the forward position. 
Horn's decision leaves the 
Raiders with two recruits for Ihe 
coming season as Doug Jemison 
of Middletown and Edgar John 
son of Warren reportedly intend 
to continue their athletic careers 
at WSU. 
Meanwhile Ross is accepting 
walk on candidates for the 
coming season who have met the 
rriteria of full time student 
status at WStT and graduation 
from an accredited high school. 
Interes ted s tuden t s should 
contact the Athletic Department 
and report lor practice at 5:30 
pm on October 16 in the main 
gymnasium of the PE building. 
BEAVER-VU BOWL 
1238 Fairfield Rd. 
426-6771 
open bowling weekdays 
\STUDENT RATES\ 
55c a game ti!! 5pm 
Dy Gordon Brown 
Wright State's varsit* cross 
country team htpes to ev;-n its 
1974 record Saturday with the 
first home meet in the team's two 
year history. 
The Raider harriers placed 
tenth among sixteen teams in the 
September 21 running of the 
Olivet Invitational which was 
won by Southwestern Michigan. 
Wright State's runners placed as 
follows among a field of 144 
entries: John Shull, 26th, 27:39; 
John Russell, 55th. 28:41; Randy 
Mx>re, 66th, 29:09: Jim Heider. 
71st. 29:24; Jack Fading. /2nd. 
29:25; .Scott Sargent. 81st, 3u:12; 
and Mark Gerhard. 8?.rd, 30:21. 
Finishing first in the field was 
Ji>hn Roscoe of Southwestern 
Michigan in 25:39 over the five 
mile course. 
I,ast year's top runner Shull is 
accompanied by Gerhard and 
Heider from the 1973 squad hut 
Don Dickey who ran in last 
years NCAA Division II 
Championship meet with Shull 
has transferred and will not be 
returning to the team. 
Head Coach Hob Schull is satis 
fied witii the squad's newcomers 
and says that the team has 
impressive potential though 
most of the new runners are 
more accustomed to the two mile 
high school course and will have 
to adjust to the longer collegiate 
track. 
Schull will be trying to improve 
upon last year's disappointing 
3 11 record but the 1974 schedule 
will not make the goal an easily 
attainable one. Slated lor the 
year are such meets as the 
Indiana and Notre Dame Invita 
tionals which rank among the na 
tion's toughest events. 
But the Haiders will have the 
home team advantage for a 
change Saturday as the new 
WSU cross countly course 
makes its debut in the squad's 
only home contest of the season. 
The four team meet will also 
feature runners from Findlay 
College, Cleveland State Uni-
versity. and Central State Uni 
versity. Preceded by a high 
school invitational meet, the 
starting time for the event will 
be 11 am. Spectators will be able 
to observe the run from the 
starting area near Warner House 
and Colonel Glenn Highway on 
the WSU campus 
Schull's squad lost to Cleveland 
State and Findlay last year but 
hopes to repeat the 1973 victory 
over Central State on the new 
course which according to Ath 
letic Director Don Mohr is one of 
the best in ihe area. 
in preparation for the meet, the 
Raiders are practicing runs and 
sprints of various difficulty on 
the intramural football fields 
behind the University Center. 
While the runners themselves 
are straining to prepare physi-
cally, Schull is just as concerned 
with preparing ;hem mentally 
for the gruelling test of the long 
distance run. 
Srliuil is no stranger to the 
work and long hours of practice 
having won the 1964 Olympic 
gold medal in the 5000 meter run 
in Tokyo. Prior to coaching the 
Raiders. Schull instructed on the 
athletic club level in California 
and served as the Malaysian 
national team's cross country 
coach in 1971. 
"1 took the job here," Schull 
said, "because its close to home 
and because its a part time job so 
it doesn't interfere with operat 
ing my sporting goods store in 
Troy." 
Hut Schull's coaching expertise 
alone won't put the Raiders out 
in front of Saturday's contest 
ants. "I don't know about 
running that course," Mohr said. 
I just drove over the darn thing 
and got tired." 
Reporter wins case 
!CPS]--A 24-year old college 
journalist from Ohio has won a 
-iiajor victory against court 
ordered gag rules. 
Thomas Summers, a summer 
reporter photographer for the 
Washington Court House |Ohio] 
Record-Herald, was recently 
acquitted of contempt of court 
charges imposed 'or publishing 
the name of a trial witness 
named in open court. 
Summers had been cited for 
contempt in June after he disre 
garded an order by a Union 
County common pleas judge not 
to print the name of a witness 
identified in court. That citation 
was overruled by a visiting judge 
who stated in his opinion that "a 
judge has no right to gag the 
press for reporting actions which 
occur in the courtroom." 
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[Sports Scope] 
by Dennis Geehan 
Color commentary in professional athletics has come a long way 
since Dizzy Dean once aroused irrate schoolteachers with his indis-
criminate use of questionably ohjectionable slang over the radio. For 
years since, adults and children have had to struggle through the near 
monotone quality of athletes turned announcers. The Sandy 
Koufaxes and Tony Kubeks have bored audiences for too long. Joe 
Garagiola attempted to break the mold in baseball commentary by 
offering his own insight into such controversial issues as Jim Perry's 
spitball and Casey Stengel's altering the dimensions and textures of 
the playing field to offer his home team an advantage. 
Perhaps the first player to offer some life to pro football coverage 
was Don Meredith who teamed with ABC's Howard Cosell and Frank 
Gifford to trade insults and anecdotes on Monday nights. Few sports 
programs have accrued the following of the network's Monday night 
games and many viewers were dismayed at Meredith's decision to 
leave the show. 
That move left ABC Sports producer Roone Arledge with th< 
unlikeahle task of filling the void. Arledge finally settled on former 
gridder Fred Williamson, better known for his heroics as 
Spearchucker Jones in the movie M*A*S*H than for his performance 
on the playing field. But Jones, er. Williamson, barely lasted the run 
of preseason contests before the network dumped him. Williamson 
maintained that Cossell never fed him enough lines to keep viewers 
amused as did Dandy Don. and it's true that Humble Howard did 
seem a bit more revert »•<! in those preseason lilts. But viewer 
response to the networ.V indicated they were not at all content with 
Dead Fred and Arleii;;*- was once again left with the task of filling the 
Sporty Trinity's third slot. The network decided to feature an athlete 
commentator of the week and opened with the controversial Alex 
Karras on the first Monday game of the regular season between 
Oakland and Buffalo October 16. 
Karras' performance w as so entertaining according to fan mail I hat 
ABC allowed Karras ;• return engagement during the Dallas-Phil 
adelphia game, and my money says he'll be staying on for some time. 
The key to Karras' success is his biting, sarcastic and often bitter 
w it that knows few moral bounds. Karras hates quarterbacks because 
they always had their own ball when they were kids and quarterbacks 
could eat Wheaties which reportedly bound up the gargantuan former 
all pro defensive tackle of the I etroit Lions. Karras is so unorthodox 
that he even took pot shots at his new producer Monday night 
charging that the network had given him Arledge's ABC sports coat 
which was a poor fit with a "44 inch chest and 3 inch arms." 
The October issue of Oui magazine has a most stimulating inter 
view with the inimitable Karras. The reader gradually becomes 
aware that the man shatters the mold of the dumb clumbsy lineman 
image of old. He is bitter over the National Football I.eague manage-
ment, but then how many athletes aren't. Karras' sarcasm doesn't 
detract from the expertise he has to offer, and few of his comments 
are extreme enough to force parents to bar children from the se> as 
they did when the Dean controversy raged. 
Later. . . 
Pool resembles horror flick 
by Dennis Geehan 
"It's like swimming in a lake." 
commented one student. "Any 
time now 1 expect a gilled 
creature to crawl out and strike 
terror in the hearts of freshmen." 
said another. 
A scene for the remake of 
"Creature from the Black La 
goon?" 
Not exactly, but the Wright 
State University swimming pool 
was closed earlier this month for 
the second time this year to elim 
inate problems with the water. 
During Spring quarter the jiool 
was temporarily closed to 
remove a sediment vhich had 
settled on the pool floor. When 
the p:Mil was reopened the usual 
blue color of the water was grad 
ually replaced with an ominous 
green pigment. 
"I saw it and thought it was 
rather majestic myself." added 
another water enthusiast. 
"There was nothing really 
wrong with the water a.i far as 
we can tell." said WSU Athletic 
Director Don Mohr. "It's just 
that for some reason the 
chemicals in the pool went from a 
beautiful blue color to a horrible 
green. Bowling Green University 
had a similar problem and an 
expert on pools from Columbus 
s.->id that the only thing to do was 
empty the thing and start over." 
Mohr d.-nied rumors that the 
Greene County Board of Health 
had ordered the pool closed as a 
health hazard. 
"There's nothing harmful about 
the way the water was. We were 
ft'ore concerned ivith the color 
than anything else. Of course 
they iBoard of Health) come out 
here periodically to check the 
water, but we haii-already closed 
the pool before they came out to 
test it." 
WSU Aquatic Director Lee 
Dexter agreed that concern over 
the cleanliness of the pool was 
largely unwarranted . "We've 
still got one of the best pools of 
any university in the state," 
B e v o r a g c D o c k 
BEER, WINE, and PARTY SUPPLIES 
Open 8 am to 11 pm 7 days a week 
868 Kauffman Ave 
Dexter said. "It's a beautiful 
facility and we're hoping to have 
it ready Wednesday or Thurs 
day. The new- water is in and 
we're just waiting to get the 
temperature up to a comfortable 
level to reopen it." 
The Aihletic Department has 
poured chlorin" into the water to 
precipitate some of the iron from 
the unusually hard Fairborn well 
M ater t lal feeds the University. 
Earlier concern that the pigmen 
tation was due to the use of 
bromine as a cleansing agent in 
the pool has also been rejected 
since other pools using the chem 
ical have met with no unusual 
problems. 
Perhaps the most disastrous 
effect of the pool's closure may 
be the loss of practice time for 
the first year WSU swimming 
team which was swimming eight 
thousand yards daily before the 
interruption. "But the kids have 
been keeping themselves in 
condition with a pretty rigorous 
conditioning program." Dexter 
added, "and they should be ready 
to start practice again this week 
at about five thousand yar "s." 
Golf director 
named 
[SIDI All coa-hing positions for 
Wright State University's 12 
varsity sport program were filled 
with the naming of Chuck I.icher 
as golf coach and Barbara Nagel 
as softball coach, announced ath 
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•NEWS SHORTS 
Campus Information 
The campus information 
service. Wrighf State's 
television information net 
work, has begun it's fall 
schedule snd second ses 
son this week. 
The service, which can be 
viewed on televisions 
located throughout cam-
pus, is a daily information 
program run by students. 
The service will hold 
workshops for persons 
wishing to participate in 
the service Thursday and 
Friday, from 1 pm to 3 pm 
in the television studio in 
the basement of Fawcett. 
Persons unable to attend 
the workshop but wishing 
to participate in the 
service can contact the 
Dean of Students office. 
Jewish Fellowship 
There will be a meeting of 
the Wright State Jewish 
Fellowship next Wednes-
day. 2:30 pm in rm 048, 
University Center. Ail 
Jewish students are in-
vited to attend. If inter 
ested but unable to attend 
or have any questions, call 
Ruth at 836-3400. 
Nursing Scholarships 
Twelve $1,500 nursing 
scholarship awards will be 
offered for 1975 76 by the 
Eight and Forty, an or-
ganization of American 
Legion Auxiliary mem 
bers. 
Offered yearly, the schol 
arships are designated 
specifically for lung and 
respiratory nurang. 
Each scholarship will 
cover one year's study for 
the recipient. Two Ohioans 
were among the twelve re 
reiving awards for 1974-75. 
They are Frances M West. 
Cleveland, and Barbara 
JoAnn Weller. Springfield. 
Anyone desiring addi-
tional information should 
write The American Le-
gion Education and Schol 
arship Program. PO Box 
1055, Indianapolis. Ind, 
46202, Attention- Eight 
and Forty Scholarships. 
-Wright Wride" 
The Miami Vallev Hostel 
Club's annual "Wright 
Wride" will be Sunday. 
Sept 29. 1974. The Wright 
Wride is held in 100 and 50 
mile bicycle rides. 
Reg-i t rat ion for the 
Wright Wride provides a 
map of the route with a list 
of food stops, a Wright 
Wride patch, route mark-
ings on the roadway, "sag 
wagon" service and the 
optional LAW patch. Tc 
qualify for either the LAW 
century or half century 
patch, the cyclist must 
finish the 1CK) mile route in 
less than 12 hours or the 50 
mile route in less than six 
hours. 
The Wright Wride begins 
at Beavercreek High 
School, route can be taken 
through Waynesville. Cor-
win. Spring Valley, Cedar 
viiie, and South Charles-
ton, Clifton, and Yellow 
Springs, before returning 
to Beavcrcreck. The mile 
routes available are either 
the southern or eastern 
portions of the 100 mile 
route. 
The registration fee is 
I2.H0 plus $1 for the 
optional LAW patch. Ad 
vanccd registration is 
available for $2 at the local 
bicycle shops or by con 
tacting Jerry Burke. 3811 
Corkwood Dr. Dayton. 




tions for winter quarter 
will be available at Office 
of laboratory Experi-
ences. Millett Hall, begin 
ning Sept 23 through Oct 
4. 1974. 
Basiarli Bq9 
Undescended testicle worries girlfriend 
by Arnold Werner. MD 
Q: My boyfriend |24 yearw old| 
has one undescended testicle. 
Since this condition was never 
corrected *'hen he was a child he 
is now considering surgery. 
If the undescended testicle is 
not removed, is there any chance 
that il would become cancerous? 
Also, it is possible to get some 
kind of artilicial test icle 
implanted in the scretum far ap-
pearance's sake? 
A: The testes develop in the 
abdominal cavity and then 
descend Into the scrotal sac 
before birth. A surpris ing 
number of adult men have un 
descenaed testicles. At limes 
this is because they haven't re 
ceived regular medial attention 
in childhood and at other times 
because the undescended testicle 
was never noticed. 
If the testicle is not brought 
dowi. before adolescence it is 
permanently damaged and loses 
its capacity to produce sperm. In 
addition, there is a higher 
incidence of cancer in such un 
descended testicles. The pre 
ferred time of operation is in 
childhood when a testicle can be 
brought into place rather easily 
and normal function restored. In 
adulthood it is often simpler to 
remove the testicle since it 
serves no useful purpose. One 
testicle is enough for hormone 
production as well as for sperm 
production. 
Sometimes, for cosmetic rea 
sons, the adult testicle will be 
brought down into the scrotal 
sac. At other times an artifical 
testicle will be implanted in the 
scrotum. 
A joke making the rounds in-
volves a man who had a small 
onion implanted in his scrotal :ac 
to replace a missing testicle. The 
appearance was fine, but he had 
a burning sensation when he 
urinated, his eyes teared when 
he ejaculated, ind h.» <ot an 
erection every time he passed a 
McDonald's. 
I): What constitutes a ner. ous 
breakdown? Can you have one 
without realizing it and recover 
from it without professional 
help? 
l)o you anticipate that in your 
lifetime most mental illness will 
be treated svmptomatically with 
drugs in the same fashion that 
most physical illnesses are now 
treated? 
A: A nervous breakdown is a 
popular, non scientific term for a 
serious, acute emotional problem 
which results in an obvious in 
ability to function. Such as con-
dition is usually accompanied by 
a sense of personal distress. The 
term is sufficiently imprecise as 
to cover all of the major psychi 
atric illnesses and some minor 
ones. 
People certainly do recover 
from serious emotional problems 
without professional help. How 
ever, a person with a serious 
problem may often suffer intense 
pain and discomfort, severe 
reduction in their ability to func 
tion and may behave in ways 
which are self destructive and 
destructive to interpersonal rela-
tions. Professional help can be of 
extraordinary value in reducing 
the duration and severity of the 
problem. In spite of the impre-
cise nature of the term nervous 
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breakdown, a person who is self 
identified or identified by o'hers 
as having such a condition almost 
always warrants professional «t 
tent ion. 
The last 15 years has seen con 
siderable advances in the treat 
ment of certain psychiatric dis-
orders, particularly those af 
fecting mood. Hopefully, further 
understanding of the genetics 
and biochemistry of various 
mental illnesses will result in 
even more advances in the 
symptomatic treatment of these 
disorders. However. I do not 
anticipate that most mental 
illnesses, as we currently define 
them, will be treated by drugs. 
Mental illness can be looked at 
as maladaptive behavior thai has 
complex origins in which there 
are biologic, social and psycholo-
gic determinants. I anticipate 
that with increased sophistica 
lion people will be helped with 
emotional problems through 
educative procedures, behavioral 
modification, and interpersonal 
methods as well as by drugs. 
I am quite unusre about how 
much of what is defined as 
physical illness is capable ot 
being treated symptomatica!!)-
with drugs. Physics! illness is 
often the result of long term 
nutritional, behavioral and en 
vironmental factors combined 
with the person's immutable 
basic biology. This being the 
case, much of what we call 
physical illness is a normal 
dimension of human life. 
Bolinga Center moves 
to east end of Millett 
by Mike Graham 
The Bolinga Center moved re 
cently lo the east end of Millett 
hall to a location of somewhat 
smaller than the Bolinga of old. 
One person pleased with the 
move is Bolinga director Dr Art 
Thomas. "We are very pleased 
with our new offices" Thomas 
said. "We hope thai since we 
have a permanent home, the 
WSU community will utilize our 
facilities and resources." 
Thomas indicated the staff was 
the same from last year, with 
Carolyn Wright as Assistant Di 
rector and Dawn Jones as secre 
lary. 
Thomas, when asked what went 
into the decision lo move Ihe 
Bolinga center, said. "The center 
was moved as part of Ihe over all 
plan for renovation of Millett 
hall." 
Students stop into ihe Bolinga 
center to chat and socialize and il 
is during ihe hours of 10 am and 
noon that the center has ils 
heaviest load. 
Thomas, besides being Assist 
ant Dean of Continuing Educa 
lion and Director of Bolinga 
Center, counsels black student 
son job opportunities as well as 
other areas. 
Thomas also teaches a political 
science course and is responsible 
for many guest lecturers a! WSU. 
Now when you buy a car with our guarantee 
you save two things: Yout time and money . 
l i ake it easy on yourself-
'69 Whinni Motor Home.. Special . . . $3995 
69 VW, 4 speed 1495 
'73 VW Super 2895 
'73 VW Beetle 2695 
'72 Chevrolet Impala. 4 dr, HT, 
PS, PB. air 2495 
'72 Gremlin, 6 eyl, 3 speed, WSW, 
2 to choose 1895 
'70 Plymouth Duster. 2 dr. HT. 
318 engine 1695 
'73 Gremlin X, 6 cyl, a>«to, AM radio, 
2 u» choose 2695 
•73 AMX.bloe, PS. PB, air 3295 
69 Pontine, 2 dr. HT, PS. PB. air 1395 
•70 VW. 4 speed 1895 
•73 Pontiac GP. loaded 3995 
'72 Opel Kadett. 4 speed 1695 
"72 Ply mouth Sebring. plus, loaded 2X95 
'71 Capri, red. sharp! $2195 
"71 Dodge Demon 318, 3 speed 1995 
'70 Pontiac GP, loaded 2295 
'70 Ford Kanchero. must see 1995 
'66 Dodge Station Wagon 995 
'72 Buick Skylark, air 3195 
'66 Chevrolet Caprice, 2-dr. HT, 
PS, PB, air 1195 
'71 VW Station Wagon, |bus] 2995 
COL. GLIflN HWY. (AIRWAY RD.) 
NEXT TO WRIGHT FIELD 
426-6936 ' . \ 
